
 

 

Website Integration, “Form” AND “Function” 

 

Historically, most service center websites have been informational, providing pages of who, 

what, where and how data someone searching the web for supplier information might need.  

As a leading supplier of information technology solutions to the service center industry, we 

saw some larger service centers began providing functional websites for their customers 

years ago.  More recently however, we are seeing service centers of all sizes being 

interested in providing a functional website interface to make it easier for their customers to 

do business with them.  Many more small to medium size service centers are making the 

investment to upgrade their websites to provide “function” in addition to information. 

 

One of the critical steps to enhancing functionality for your customers at your website is to 

integrate the website experience with your enterprise business software and database.  

Some of the most popular areas of interface include the following: 

 

Inventory – integration can offer the ability for your customers to check actual stock status by 

item/dimension if desired (there is debate about if this is desired or not but that’s another 

story).   Another helpful use of this functionality is building “vendor-managed” inventory 

programs for your customers, and allowing them to see the stock you are keeping “just for 

them” via your website. 

 

Request for Quotations – integrating your website with a customer/item/quantity pricing matrix 

stored in your business software can offer your customers the ability to get an accurate price 

quote via your website.  Upon your customer completing the request for quotation, proper 

integration can automatically email your salesperson of a copy of the quote generated for 

proactive follow-up. 

 

Order Processing – should your customer accept the terms of the quotation generated, one-

click at your website could create an actual sales order in your business software, check 



margins and credit, print the pick ticket in the warehouse if allowed (or email a credit manager 

and salesperson if the order is automatically put on hold), email the salesperson an order 

was just created, and generate an order confirmation that automatically gets emailed to the 

customer.  

 

In addition, with applicable functionality in and integration with your business software, your 

customers could potentially check the status (e.g. “on the saw”, “quality control” or “shipping 

today”) of any orders they have in–house with you via your website, without having to call and 

wait for someone to track it down. 

 

Requests for Documentation – Another typically important area of integration between your 

website and your business software is the ability to provide your customers opportunity to 

request documentation like Material Test Reports, copies of Invoices and/or signed Proof of 

Deliveries.  By providing some key information via your website (e.g. their Purchase Order 

number), the pertinent documentation to that PO could be provided to your customer 

automatically (see sample screen below). 

 

While there are many others, these have typically been some of the more popular areas of 

integration between website and business software applications for service centers who want 

to offer additional ways for their customers do business with them. 

 

Building the integration between website and enterprise software systems is typically a 

collaboration between web-developer and business software supplier/integrator.  With the 

understanding that proper security at your website is paramount to a successful 

implementation for both you and your customers, providing functional website interaction for 

your customers can enhance your relationship by making it easier to get mission critical 

information from you quickly and to do business with you in general.   

 

In summary, offering full-featured website functionality in-addition to (not instead of) great 

real-people attention to detail can enhance a service centers partner relationships and the 

ability to gain and keep more satisfied customers.   

 



 

 

 

 


